The ACCU‑CHEK Multiclix lancing device is intended for use by a single person. Note: The ACCU‑CHEK Multiclix cap was not designed to be replaced after each use. Each drum has a blue ring that does not move. The clear cap is for testing from other sites of the body, such as the elbow or other areas on the body. Insert a new drum, blue ring first, and twist the plunger. The number in the lancet counter window decreases by 1. The number 1 is in the lancet counter window before you load it to be used.
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Note: If you have a temperature or if a medical condition is limiting your mobility, e.g. after exercise or up to 2 hours following a meal, when blood glucose values can change quickly. When testing on sites other than your fingertip, please contact our ACCU-CHEK Customer Care Service Center at 1-800-858-8072 for assistance. We will guide you through the testing procedure step by step.

Removing the Colored Cap

To remove the colored cap from the lancing device by pulling it straight off. Avoid applying pressure as this may damage the internal parts of the lancing device or its function.

Before you insert a drum, be sure the release buttons in red, yellow, and blue are in the lowest, highest, and middle positions, respectively. This step is not necessary if you are using the drum as illustrated.